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OPINION: E-Cigarettes are a better alternative
BY VICTORIA YUTRONICH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Electronic cigarettes, also
known as "E-Cigs" are a new, hip
alternative to the classic tobacco
cigarette. Smoke wherever you
want, whenever you want. Introduced to the U.S. market in
2009, this device is now starting
a trend. Celebrities such as Katherine Heigl, Ryan Gosling, Miley
Cyrus and Leonardo DiCaprio are
just a few who got sucked into this
fad. Liquid nicotine is vaporized
in the cigarette shaped device
from which you inhale, much
like smoking tobacco. They even

come in a variety of flavors such
as tiramisu, cherry crush, and
gummy bear.
The core of the argument
against these battery charged cigarettes is their influence among
young people. Like anything that
has this perception of"coolness,"
these e-cigarettes have been a hit
amongst high school students.
Nearly doubling from 2011, 10
percent of high school students
have tried electronic cigarettes.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in
the United States more than 1.78
million middle and high school
students have used electronic

cigarettes. Though the electronic
cigarettes can be bought online,
selling them to minors is illegal
in the United States. The FDA
has not done sufficient testing
on the effects of the vapor smoke,

Not only are they
better for the
environment, they
are better for you.
and on the ingredients within the
product. The effects of inhaling
pure nicotine are still unknown.
Though electronic cigarettes are

criticized as a gateway to other
drugs, just like any other form of
narcotic, I do not think they're
atrocious. In fact, I think they're
great.
Cigarettes kill 443,000 people
annually in the United States
from either smoking or second
hand smoke. A few more teens
experimenting and trying to send
some rebellious message to their
parents should not be of much influence on the big picture of this
device's future. Electronic cigarettes are the best alternative.
You see them at restaurants,
parks, schools, etc. In the state of
see E-CIGS, page 4
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Just what is
the Student
Success
Office?
BY ALEXA GAMBERO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

THE SAINT MARY'S COMMUNITY came together on Wednesday to meditate on a new school year rooted in faith, togetherness and a shared mission of community service. (Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN)

Saint Mary's interfaith initiative comes forth, encourages students to "find unity in diversity"
BY MADISON CHASTAIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a full week of settling
into classes, dorms and campus
food (whether for the first time
as a freshman or transfer, or as a
returning student) it seemed as
though perhaps all of the "Welcome!" events were over. However, on Wednesday, September
11, Saint Mary's continued its
yearly tradition of holding the
Mass of the Holy Spirit towelcome everyone on campus into
the academic year. Though this
tradition is practiced at Catholic
colleges world-wide, beginning
as far back as during the Middle
Ages, this year it was especially
important to Saint Mary's that
this mass be held. Typically, the
first Sunday mass of the year
is dubbed the "Welcome Back
Mass." But, due to the Labor
Day holiday pushing move-in for
returning students an additional
day, there was never truly a time

for everyone to come together
before classes got under way.
That meant that at this particu-

lar mass, students, staff, faculty,
administration, representatives
from sports teams, Wo Wies and

students of all different interests and ages gathered for the
first time to witness what Saint
Mary's really means when it
says to be in the Holy presence

... our [call] is to
recognize that there
is an abundance
of things to learn,
of opportunities
to seek out, and
to bring that to
the world.

(Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN)

of God.
The mass opened with prayers
from representatives of many of
the different faiths and religious
groups on campus, immediately
see HOLY SPIRIT, page 2

This fall marked the opening
of the Student Success Office, a
new resource on campus established by Vice Provost for Undergraduate Academics Richard
Carp, to create a campus-wide
culture of commencement.
"The platform for student
success is that you simultaneously get both an education and
a degree," Carp said. "A degree
without education is a fraud."
In response to the national
conversation concerning college
students dropping out of school
with immense debt on their
hands rather than a degree, Carp
worked alongside his fellow faculty members to change the way
of thinking that encompasses
on-campus academic support
systems .
"We'd like [the Student Success Office] to be a place where
every student can come in and
sit down and talk with a knowledgeable and compassionate
person about whatever is coming up for them," Carp said. In
essence, the Student Success
Office is a merging of existing
on-campus academic resources.
With locations spread out in
Augustine Hall, Filippi Academic Hall, the Career Center,
and Dante 114, the new office
combines the existing programs
involving Student Engagement
and Academic Success, Student
Disability Services, Career Development Services, the Office
see SUCCESS, page 3
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HOLY SPIRIT: Students prepare for a year 9f faith and academics
marking this mass as different. The Mission and Ministry
Center's Assistant Director for
Liturgy and Prayer Anthony
Arteaga says he is "always so
inspired by our interfaith call
to prayer, as it concretely expresses the unity in diversity of
our college."
That concept of unity in diversity is what makes Saint
Mary's a special place, and what
gives the blessing its legitimacy.

The blessing, as explained by
Arteaga, is designed to promote
"inspiration, guidance and presence of God's spirit on all of our
campus activities as we begin a
new academic year."
But this inspiration can come
about only if we as a community
recognize our strengths as such.
Saint Mary's is built off the core
concept of synergy; we will
reach our greater goal of service
if we work together and use the

BY PAIGE GILLIARD
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"To act upon one's convictions
while others wait,
To create apositiveforce in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people
when it wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it,
a choice-"
-TED TURNER

Though our call is -not to wear
capes or rescue anybody, ours
is to recognize that there is an
abundance of things to learn,
opportunities to seek out, and
that we must bring them to the
world. We must show the world
the wealth of knowledge and
opportunities to serve, and continue to grow in both aspects no
matter where we are, whether
on campus or where we go afterwards.

Panel discusses military action in Syria

\!tbe QCo Ilegtan

SARA DESANTIS
CHARLIE GUESE
Editors-in-Chief

gifts each of us brings to this
school, whether as the groups
we associate ourselves with or
as individuals.
It is appropriate that during the homily of the mass, the
students of Saint Mary's were
~alled to be heroes of academic
adventure. The concept of a
hero is one known across cultures and faiths. We have grown
up with the ideas of knights in
shining armor and superheroes.

(Andrew Nguyen/ COLLEGIAN)

In case you missed it:
Senior Orientation
BY GABRIELLE DES GEORGES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We have all seen them (and probably ignored many), but the
plethora of emails from the Career Center have information that
should not be ignored. Students who attended Senior Orientation
last week now have a face to the name that is always popping up in
their emails. Victoria Davis and others at the Career Center work
very hard to ensure that Saint Mary's students are well prepared to
take on the remainder of their college career, as well as as emble
each individual for a successful future. The students of Saint
Mary's are fortunate enough to have a resource center and career
councilors that encourage every person to come in for advice and
guidance on issues such as resumes, interviews, internships, graduate school, or pretty much any assistance related to setting up a
rewarding future. For the seniors who were not able to attend the
orientation, a follow up email was sent out with all of the handouts
that students received at the meeting. Here are some important
things to remember:
1. On campus interviews are held twice a year, but students must
have their resumes approved as well as attend an interview workshop in order to participate.
'
2. September 25 is the senior resume deadline, as well as the first
day to sign up for on campus interviews.
3. Students should update their GaeLink every year.
4. Be certain that you have fulfilled all of Saint Mary's academic
requirements (only 73 percent oflast year's class had them finished
by graduation).
5. The Career and Internship Fair is held on October 2.
6. Dine With The Alums on October 6.
Don't be that student who graduates and has no idea what the
next step is. So, next time you see Victoria Davis' name pop up, make
sure you open it and reap the benefits of being a senior.

The growing crisis in Syria
and the possibility of U.S. in volvement was the subject of
an intense panel discussion between Saint Mary's College students and faculty members last
Wednesday. Professor Hisham
Ahmed and Professor Mindy
Thomas of the Politics Department joined Brother Charles
Hilken of the History Department to discuss the crisis and
answer questions along with students Aya Fawzy, Evelyn Minaise
and Mostafa Wassel from the
Middle East Students' Club.
Students and faculty members flooded into Galileo 201 to
participate in the discussion,
the large crowd directly reflecting the growing concern among
Americans about the Syrian
crisis. Each panelist read a brief
statement to the crowd outlining their opinions and concerns
about th yrian risis, ending
with questions from the audience. The room was filled with
an obvious tension and feeling
of urgency as audience members
and panelists alike delved into
the controversies and facts surrounding the Syrian crisis.
As the discussion progressed,
it quickly became apparent
that the crisis in Syria and the
question of U.S. involvement is
not only complicated but also
a global issue. A vast majority
of the discussion centered on
the possibility of U.S. military
involvement in Syria. Although
the panelists differed in some of
their opinions, there appeared
to be a general consensus that
U.S. military involvement at this
time is a bad idea. Wassel even
pointed out that if the United
States did decide to go, there

would be no way to justify entering Syria without ignoring the
fact that there were too many
internal wars with countries the
United States never intervened
with.
Later, Professor Ahmed
echoed this sentiment when
he mentioned that engaging
in physical contact with Syria
would only increase the angst
against the U.S. from many opposing groups in the Middle
East.
Brother Charles Hilken expressed his opinion on the power
of diplomacy to solve conflicts
when brought to the negotiation
table. He voiced his thoughts on
how the violence that could be
created would only be a shortterm solution, as a more peaceful solution will create a longer
resolution that can save more
sorrow within the U.S. "The
Pope's message against violence
is the most in-touch with the
way the world works," Brother
Charles said. Because the outcome of U.S. military involvement is unclear, there was an
obvious concern among the panelists about the role of the U.S.
in the Syrian conflict. Professor Mindy Thomas referred to
diplomacy being a solution that
can save us from being overly
involved with the Middle East.
This concern also extends to
a wider region. As Sophomore
Evelyn Minaise put it, "the conflict in Syria is not just a conflict
in Syria." Panelists discussed
the possibility of wider regional
implications that could include
countries such as Iran and Israel
if military action is pursued.

Contributing Writer Isabella
Hayden contributed to this article.

Crime Beat
9/3/2013
9:15 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Burnt food set off alarm
in Thille Hall; referred to Community Life and Facilities Services
9/4/2013
10:45 a.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Student needed to be
served papers - referred to local
authorities at the public safety
front gate; Suspended
9/6/2013
12:49 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Marijuana violation
in Justin Hall; referred to Community Life and Residence Life
9/7/2013

12:10a.m.

Incident: Confiscation of Stolen
Property
Synopsis: SMC Facilities Services
table taken from Augustine Hall;
referred to Community Life
9/7/2013
1:17 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of alcohol
and noise violation in Ageno C;
referred to Community Life
9/7/2013
2:44 a.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Non-student intoxicated - no transport; referred to
Community Life
9/8/2013
7:40 a.m.
Incident: Illegal Dumping
Synopsis: Mattress found on grav-

el parking lot near softball field;
referred to Facilities Services
9/8/2013
6:16 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Hair dryer overheated
and set off alarm in Guerrieri
East; referred to Community Life
and Facilities Services
9/9/2013
11:37 p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Student transported
to Health Center from Redwood
Grove Amphitheatre; closed

9/9/2013
9:08 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: False alarm in Thille
Hall; referred to Community Life
and Facilities Services

9/10/2013
2:35 p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Unauthorized visitors/solicitors on Dante Quad;
Suspended
9/11/2013
7:03 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assistance
Synopsis: Injury from fall from
bike - transported to Kaiser in
Walnut Creek; referred to Community Life and Health & Wellness Center
9/11/2013
7:30 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Spider bite to finger
- self transport to John Muir
Hospital; referred to Community
Life and Health & Wellness
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NEWS
September 11 memorial cancellation surprises student body
Lack of flags on Chapel Lawn prompts a student-led vigil to honor the historical event
BY CJ COSAS
STAFF WRITER

We remember and we will not
forget. That is at least one message
that the countless number of miniature flags decorating the Chapel
Lawn has represented every year
since the 9/11 memo rial's inception
in 2005. This year, though, the lawn
was barren.
Unbeknownst to many students,
both the idea for the memorial and
its sponsorship originated from
the student Republican Club. Back
in 2005, the club approached Ete
Martinez Anderson, Assistant
Dean of Student Life, with their
idea for the memorial and she has
helped them get approval for the
event every year since then. According to Anderson, the Chapel
Lawn is regarded as a special place
by the school. As such, it requires
special permission to be used and
a number of paperwork to be done
well in advance of the event. In the
particular case of the memorial, the

SUCCESS: Can
a focus on the
freshman experience help a student beyond just
their first year?
of Faculty Advising, and Student
Academic Rights, Responsibilities and Institutional Compliance.
Of the merge, Carp explained,
"Part of calling it all a single
office with these different functions is to begin to help the
people who work in those fields
to think of themselves as teammates with each other." With
that, the Student Success Office
is directing their focus toward
the first year experience, and
returning Gaels are already
noticing the advantages of the
office's interest in first year accomplishment.
Junior health science Margie
Simone commented, "I think
[first year support] benefits all
students because it is a safe zone
for students to get the help they
need to further their college
career." She continued, "As a
freshman, my advisors helped
me understand what my major
entailed in terms of course
work. It made my overall scheduling easier." Although students
may not notice any huge changes
this semester besides the office
name and new faculty members,
Carp and his associates expect
to make the development of the
Student Success Office an ongoing process.
"Our objective is to get better," Carp shared, "so that we
can enhance the opportunity
of every student to get an education and a degree and then
build on that platform with
all of those robust factors that
we would call total student
success." If students will fully
recognize the Student Success
Office as a resource remains to
be seen, as well as whether these
changes will benefit students
beyond just their freshman year.

event must be organized and the
paperwork must be filed within the
spring of the same year (i.e. the paperwork for this time should have
been done last semester). When
asked what happened, Anderson
could only reply that no one came
in to do the paperwork last spring,
so the event was never renewed this
year. She explained further, "The
school requires that all events on
campus are either student club organized or hosted by one of the departments;' she continued, "Clubs
have to register at the beginning of
each year to be recognized as active
by the school. The Republican Club
never registered this year. So officially, they don't exist. They're dormant now." While the Republican
Club does not currently exist this
year, Anderson encourages other
clubs to take over the event and
expressed the Republican Club's
wish that the memorial event be an
event done for the community by
the community. She explained that
any club can do it; the only important part is that there needs to be a
club sponsorship to get paperwork
approved.
Still, none of this changes the
fact that there was no memorial
this year - at least not officially.
In light ofthis, students Joe Perry
and Kelsey Peterson corroborated
to host an unofficial vigil in front of
the chapel at 8:00 p.m. on the night
of the eleventh. Although largely

improvised and only scarcely publicized at the last minute, there
was a significant number of people
who showed up to express their
support and commemorate all of
those who died or were affected by
the 9/11 attacks. As they formed a
circle, Kelsey led the group as she
initiated a discussion where people
were invited to talk about their
thoughts regarding the event. One
by one people would open up and
disclose some of the feelings they
harbored. To end the event, everyone was asked to hold hands as they
all shared a moment of silence.
Afterwards, when asked to com-

menton why she thought it was important to have the memorial vigil
in place of the traditional memorial
Kelsey said, "I felt that there was
still a need to remember what had
happened as a comrimnity and to
be able to speak about it. But more
importantly, I felt that I wanted to
give people that moment and place
of silence where they could honor
those who have passed, like what
the flags were." While the official
state of the Chapel Lawn's 9/11
memorial may be unknown at this
point, it is a tradition that could be
easily revitalized by students, so
long as they care to do so.

Campus
Calendar
Inherit the Wind
Tuesday, September 16
5:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Barry Horwitz
barryhorwitz@stmarys-ca.edu
How to Revolutionary in the
Workplace
Wednesday, September 18
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Women's Resource
Center
x4192
Creative Writing Reading
Series
Wednesday September 18
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Soda Center, Claeys Lounge
Contact Sara Mumolo
sml3@stmarys-ca.edu
Misconceptions of
Masculinity: Men of Color in
the Media
Thursday, September 19
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Delphine Intercultural Center
Contact the IC
x8545

Doug Fields, M.Div.

PATCH Social
Thursday, September 19
7:00-8:00 p.m.
Dantell5
Contact Health and Wellness
x4254

AuthOi'" /Youlh Leader

Executive Speaker Series:
CEO of Kaiser Permanente
Thursday, September 19
5:30-8:00 p.m.
Soda Center, Claeys Lounge
Contact Rachel Wood
rcg6@stmarys-ca.edu

Powerful. Flexible. Practical.
Azusa Pacific's biblically centered Master of Arts in Youth Ministry (MAYM) program prepares men
and women for the specialized field of youth and family ministry.

Learn from leading experts
Study under thought leaders in youth and family ministry, such as Jim Burns, Doug Fields,
and Mark DeVries.
Flexible format
Choose from online courses and one-week summer intensives, or a traditional classroom setting.
Hands-on experience
Intentional integration of academic and experiential components enhances learning and
advances your career.

,.
II

AZUSA PACIFIC
UNIVERSITY

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?

For more information on the MAYM program,
contact the Graduate Center at (626) 815-4564 or
gradadmissions@apu.edu, or visit apu.edu/maym/.

E-mail us with the details
of your event at:
smccollegian@gmail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279

Other degree programs offered:
D.Min.

I M .Div. I Pastoral Studies, M.A. I (Theological Studies), M.A.

Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
Kenneth Cole
tweet sparks
outrage, debate

Opposing Opinions: Samsung's new smartwatch

BY TORI STRINGER

BY OLIVER REYES

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

n February of 2011, in the midst
of revolution in Egypt, Kenneth Cole tweeted, "millions are
in uproar in #Cairo. Rumor is
they heard our new spring collection is now available online." Not
surprisingly, the tweet received
a lot of backlash and eventually was deleted, coupled by a
public apology from Cole. You'd
think Cole would learn from his
mistakes; however, even recent
history is doomed to repeat itself, as the debate to take action
in Syria produced this tweet:
'"Boots on the ground' or not,
let's not forget about sandals,
pumps and loafers. #Footwear."
Alongside its frightful lack of the
Oxford comma, this tweet once
again caused backlash among
the public for being disrespectful
and distasteful.
While joking about horrific
and violent incidents is never
acceptable and the backlash Cole
got was definitely deserved, is it
so bad to think that maybe we
need some amusement in these
times of grief? Laughter is the
best medicine, after all. Plus,
the honest truth is that we laugh
at funny things, no matter how
inappropriate that laughter may
be; it's a coping mechanism for
us. It can be too easy to let tragic
situations swallow us up and
cause us to have a pessimistic
attitude about life. While most
would feel guilty about having
a lighthearted attitude toward
tragedy, having a positive outlook isn't necessarily a bad thing.
Bad things happen every day,
so if you were to let all of these
things get to you, you'd be miserable all the time. While the media
drowns us in negative images and
scary information, making light
of a serious situation can really
help give the public a chance to
breathe.
It is important to note that
while the tweets were funny, they
weren't funny to lighten the dark
situation they reference; their
purpose, rather, was shameless
self-promotion. Cole's intention was not honorable in the
slightest, but sometimes intention does not match the result.
Cole's tweets sparked controversy, meaning a lot of people
saw them. Even if they weren't
written with the best intentions,
these tweets got people laughing
and got them to think about the
issues at hand. In this way, the
result is almost opposite of the
intention. While Cole wanted
to promote his clothing line, he
really caused people to pay attention to what was going on in the
world. The point is not what was
written, but the attention it got.
Ironically enough, while on
the surface the tweet seemed
like distasteful self promotion,
it sparked a discussion that got
people talking about current issues, what's right and wrong, and
how to deal with difficult situations. I'd be surprised if the tweet
even encouraged people to buy
clothes at all. So, I guess, in the
end, Kenneth Cole's plan really
backfired and maybe he actually
did some good in the world.

ony and Samsung announced
their new smartwatches days
before Apple's latest unveiling
event. Even though Apple's highly
rumored smartwatch was not announced, many still say the smartwatch revolution is on the horizon.
But what is so appealing about a
smartwatch? How can companies
possibly convince us that we need
another category of devices? We
already use our phones, tablets, and
computers to check email, contact
people, and play games. A smaller
screen size, slower processors, and
limited controls would make these
tasks more inconvenient, right?
Wrong. Those who think smartwatches are inferior have a limited
idea of how we could use them.
The most obvious means of
interacting with these watches is
touch, but some smartwatches use
motion control and hand gestures
to do tasks. Raising your hand up to
your ear in order to make a phone
call and quickly shaking your wrist
to end it will feel second nature,
along with other gestures for our
daily tasks.
Samsung boasted voice controls
for their latest watch, and competitors are sure to follow suit. Siri
and Google Voice aren't flawless,
but the pressure to perfect voice
controls on a device that requires
it is obviously heavy. Texting, calling, Tweeting, Facebooking, and
whatever other actions that future
startups will come up with, will be
more accessible than using any keyboard since you're using your own
voice - something that's always

I

Pro: Smartwatch will push technology further Con: Smartwatch doesn't do enough for price

S

E-Cigarettes
continued from page 1
California,- there are no restrictions to where one can smoke
e-cigarettes. Hon Lik, a pharmacist from China, invented the ecigarette. Knowing that the toxic
chemicals derive from the burning
of tobacco and filler products, Lik

with you.
Moreover, the watch is perpetually with you. Every second of our
lives counts, and taking a phone
out of your pocket (or even worse,
a cluttered bag or purse) is something you won't do anymore. The
amount of time needed to pull out
your phone, unlock it, and wait for
the camera app to load, will feel
like years compared to just holding your wrist up and pushing a
button. You wouldn't find yourself
in situations where you can't feel
the vibration of a text message or
notification. Losing it is nearly
impossible if it's always on your
wrist, and you wouldn't need to buy
cases for it.
Bringing smartwatches into
the market forces technology to
improve. Apple has said that they
incorporate the technology from
the iPhone into their larger devices.
For example, making a battery
that lasts all day for a phone allows
them to make better batteries for
their laptops. The expectation for
a smart watch is that it runs as fast
or faster than a phone or a tablet,
forcing companies like Apple to
make the hardware smaller, but run
just as well as other devices. Anew,
smaller category of devices means
that the older, bigger devices get
serious upgrades.
Smartwatches will replace our
phones. Not right away, but it will
happen. The convenience ofhaving
something on your wrist compared
to something in your pocket is bigger than people think. The screen
size will inevitably grow, making
the cell phone history. Smartwatches are the future, and it'll be fun to
see how they get there.

ith so much attention surrounding Apple's releases,
Berlin's IFA TechShowprovided the
stage for companies such as Sony,
Samsung, and Microsoft to display
their competitive edge. This summer, Sony presented a waterproof
phone, as well as a removable DSLR
lens compatible with both Android
and Apple Devices. Microsoft promoted its line of tablets with removable keyboards, but it was Samsung
that stole the show. With their
Galaxyphone line-ups, Samsunghas
remained competitive with Apple.
Strategically, the Korean electronics
company decided to move one step
forward with the release of their new
Galaxy Gear Smartwatches.
Despite successfully marketing
the smartwatch for its aesthetic and
technological advances, it remains
limited. Although many consider
it the first true smartwatch, both
Sony and Microsoft have released
their own models with little success.
Consumers are more interested in
finding a phone that is aesthetically
pleasing, easy to use, and maximizes
productivity. Both Sony and Microsoft trail Apple and Samsung
in phone sales, which may explain
their inability to sell their other accessories. Samsung is doing better
than Sony and Microsoft when it
comes to selling phones, but Apple
has already begun to develop the
"iWatch." Similar to the smart phone
war, if these companies dominate
the smartwatch market, will there
truly be something innovative for
consumers in years to come?
The question is, what can these

smartwatches offer, and how much
will they cost? The biggest issue
with them is that without a phone
to connect with via Bluetooth, they
are merely expensive watches. This
means that you must purchase not
only the smartwatch, priced at $299,
but also a Samsung Galaxy Note
3 smart phone, starting at around
$600, and a line with a wireless provider. Disregarding the fact that you
just spent about $1,000 dollars on
your first phone bill, you must constantlycarry both devices, since they
will be useless ifboth are not witl1in
300 feet of each other. The next issue is Samsung's inability to foresee
a demand for t11e smartwatch's own
Wi-Fi capabilities. As for looks, if
your wrists aren't the size of Arnold
Schwarzenegger during his prime,
these phones may look too big. Yes,
they are beautiful with their bright
colors, polished aluminum, and
AMO LED screen, buttheyarehuge.
That is not to say that these devi.ces
don't have potential, but perhaps
Samsung should have spent more
time developing a smaller device,
whilekeepingits powerful hardware.
Perhaps in years to come, we can
witness the hype that technophiles
see in these devices. As for the students, theSanFranciscocommuters,
or even your next-door neighbors,
nothing about these smartwatches
will make life easier. These devices
are ready to shift the tech world as
we see it, but Sony and Samsung do
not appear to be at the forefront of
such change. With Apple and HTC
already developing their own versions, perhaps a more competitive
market can demonstrate something
extraordinaryforthefutureofthese
devices.

wanted to make a safer substitute
for cigarettes. People are starting
to use electronic cigarettes as a
method to quit tobacco smoking.
Unlike nicotine patches and gum,
electronic cigarettes can replicate
the smoking technique. Not only
are they better for the environment, they are better for you.
One can feel. as if they're smoking a cigarette, without actually

inhaling the tobacco, which is the
main culprit for causing cancer
for smokers. There is no burning
involved in the process, no ash and
no smoke. This eliminates second
hand smoke. Because there is no
tobacco, electric cigarettes are
much healthier for both the consumer and those around him or
her. Not to mention, it gets rid of
that smoke odor that comes along

with tobacco cigarettes. Instead of
trying to avoid the smoke that the
wind might blow into your face
caused by the person smoking in
public, you enjoy the fresh smell
of cotton candy vapor in the air.
From what we know, electronic
cigarettes seem like the healthier
alternative to tobacco smoking,
and that's the first step in the right
direction.

BY LUIS HERNANDEZ
STAFF WRITER

W

Why non-Catholics should go to Catholic schools
There is much to be learned from the values and ethics of the Church for all people
BY R EE D C ORN ISH
( ONTRI Bl,JTIN G WR ITER

have attended Catholic Schools
IWhile
for the last six years of my life.
it was always my parents'
choice, it was never for religious
purposes. Sometinles it was convenience, sometimes it was where my
sisters went to school, and sometimes I liked aspects of the school,
such as the theater or the campus.
I have never been personally
religious. My parents brought my
sisters and me to Sunday school
for a year because we "needed
morals," but after we consistently
complained about our boredom,
they gave up trying. I tried praying
to God whenever I had an Algebra
exam in high school, but considering it was very informal and rare,
I'm not sure it reached God's ear.
It certainly did not save me from
my impending doom at the hands
of a math test.
After I came out as gay in my
sophomore year of high school, I

paid more attention to the anti-gay on morality and another on Greek
rhetoric that spewed out of conser- mythology.
vative religious groups. Because of
Every Tuesday we had weekly
this, I grew a festering disgust for masses in our chapel that, while
religion and how it can manipulate initially annoying, gave me an oppeople to believe and do such hate- . portunity and venue in which to
sing. This chapel, like our chapel
at Saint Mary's, had great sound
They comforted me,
acoustics and, on top of that, was
telling me God loves
simply beautiful. Looking at all
everybody and that my the stained glass on the walls is a
blessing in and of itself, whether
truly religious friends
religious or not, and is something
that students at non-Catholic
would say the same
schools do not get to experience.
thing, and those who
Looking beyond some of the
flaws the Catholic Church has, its
didn't were blind with
core values - including education
ignorance and fear.
and its global humanitarian efforts - appeal to me greatly. Back
filled things.
at home, there is an old couple that
Once junior year came around, has been close family friends for
I felt comfortable in my own skin years who visit my parents every
as a gay teen and realized the ben- month or so. They are devoutly
efit of being exposed to so many religious and attend their weekly
theology classes. My high school Catholic Church service loyally.
offered a large variety of intrigu- They are the embodiment of what
ing theology courses such as one I believe is the ideal Catholic: kind,

peaceful, loving and respectful.
They are ashamed that other
religious people can be so hateful
when it comes to areas such as
race and sexual orientation. When
I came out, they gave me a lot of
guidance as I worried about coming out to my religious friends at
school. They comforted me, telling
me God loves everybody and that
my truly religious friends would
say the same thing, and those who
didn't were blinded with ignorance
and fear. This proved to be true and
restored my faith in the central
ethics of the Church.
I still do not consider myself
religious. Despite this, my experiences with religion have helped my
personal growth and I could not
be happier attending a Catholic
college. I ts deeply enriching to be
exposed to so much Catholic culture and values. There is much to
learn and I encourage anyone who
has prejudged Catholicism at Saint
Mary's to approach its teachings
with an open mind.
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OPINION
Saint Mary's denies this year's September 11 tribute

Obama gives
a speech on
action in Syria

Lack of club sponsorship doesn't
justify the college's

BY MEG BIRGEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

decision to stop the

I

annual memorial
BY (ESIRA COSTA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

eptember 11, 2001. A day that
will Jive on in infamy, not only
for Americans who witnessed it
in New York that morning or on
their television sets, but also for
the Americans who still see and
feel the effects today. Just because
it happened 12 years ago does not
mean that it should have less of an
impact on us now. Unfortunately, at
Saint Mary's this year, it seems like
the day had little significance in the
eyes of the school.
2,977 lives were lost on that fatal
day. What started off as any other
morning quickly turned to horror.
I still remember that day vividly,
even though I was just eight at the
time.Myparentsimmediatelywoke
up my six-year-old brother and me
and told us that we had to watch the
television. They said that we were
watching history. That day in 2001
was the deadliest terrorist attack
on American soil. In the years following, the War on Afghanistan left
many more Americans feeling the
toll of9/ll. Last Wednesday marked
the twelfth anniversary of the attacks. But whether it was the third
anniversary or the twenty-seventh,
I believe that every anniversary
should be honored as well as the
one before it.
Waking up on Wednesday, it
already felt like a different day. All

S

SAINT MARY'S traditionally has held a tribute to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. Above, the 2012 memorial ( Andrew Nguyen/ COLLEGIAN).

day, social media networks were
filled with talk about 9/11. Twitter
that morning consisted of trends
like #GodBlessTheUSA, #AlwaysRemember, #WhereWereYou and
#NeverForget. While everybody
and everything seemed to be buzzing about the significance ofthe day,
it just felt like a normal day on the
Saint Mary's campus. No American
flags, no special posters, no special
mass, nothing. To give the school
an ounce of credit, I did notice that
the electronic bulletin board in the
Oliver dining hall had an image of
the two towers alongwith the words
"Never Forget'' playing on a loop.
I sat down and asked my friends if
they noticed the Twin Tower image. None of them knew what I was
talking about. Although that was a

decent bit of effort on the school's
part, in reality, apparently no one
really notices that television.
In the years past, the school has
had flag memorials on the Chapel
Lawn. But when speaking to some
students, apparently a few years
ago, there was no flag memorial
becausetheschoolcomplainedthat
the flags made too many holes the
front lawn. This to me is ridiculous.
Amemorial to all the lost lives of the
attacks is a nuisance because the
school can't bear to poke a few holes
in the grass? This year, Saint Mary's
declared that if the school wanted
a memorial, it had to be club sponsored. Does a club on an American
campus really need to sponsor an
American memorial? Saint Mary's
should have stepped it up, and

even if a club did not sponsor the
memorial, the school should have
taken the task on itself. Luckily, a
few students were up to the task
and put on an "unapproved event''
on the Chapel Lawn that included a
brief vigil for the victims and their
families. I am proud that a group of
students decided to honor 9/11 as it
should be honored. Especially since
we are a Catholic institution, there
should have been a special mass
set aside just for the victims of 9/11
or a vigil put on by the priests and
brothers of the campus. At Saint
Mary's, this past Wednesday felt
like any other day on campus and it
should not have. The victims ofthat
day deserve our respect and prayers,
even at the cost of a few poked holes
in the front lawn.

United States ranks number 17 in global happiness
People in US must reconsider desire for luxury to truly attain the American dream
BY GLORIA PALMA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

he United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions
Network (SDSN) recently reported that the United States of
America is ranked 17 out of 156
countries in overall happiness.
Falling from its last ranking of
11, the United States has notably decreased in its happiness
level. Many factors influence
the World Happiness Report, including healthy life expectancy,
having someone to count on,
freedom from corruption and
generosity.
This is not surprising news to
Americans. In June, an article
ran on The Huffington Post
reporting that only one in three
Americans are "very happy."
The report continues to say
that stress brought on by the
currently recovering economic
climate of the country has
affected the nation, mainly
minorities and recent college
graduates. While the economic
climate is a justifiable source of
unhappiness for many across
the nation, is it the only issue
to blame for this decline in

T

happiness?
Americans are very ambitious. The "American Dream,"
the age-old notion that one can
work hard and be successful, is
something that all Americans
alike aspire to achieve. In that
way, many become determined,

The Danes achieve this
[work-life] balance
by choosing what
time to start their
work days and having
a designated lunch
break, which allows for
coworkers to socialize
together and get away
from their desks.
almost to the point of obsession,
to be successful. In many ways,
the word "successful" means the
"best" for a number of Americans across the nation. The media tells us that being successful
means having the big mansion
or fancy car. This common idea
of showing one's wealth is re-

peatedly engrained into the nation's brain, with the country's
fascination with celebrities and
reality shows that ensue because
of that fascination.
These ideas set Americans up
for failure. One sees what the
media projects into American
society, and one makes it his or
her personal goal to achieve that
type of success. When one does
not achieve that type of success,
he or she becomes discouraged
which leads to unhappiness. The
problem with American society, which possibly leads to the
country ranking 17th in overall
happiness, is that Americans
want the impossible. We set
ourselves up for failure when
we say we want the huge mansion, or the nice sports car in
our driveway.
Perhaps we should take lessons from the happiest country
in the world, Denmark. Money
is not an important element of
Danish social life or culture.
Instead of purchasing expensive
houses or cars, Danes usually
spend money on socializing with
each other, whether at home
or out in pubs and restaurants.
The notion of the "work-life

balance" is extremely popular
in Denmark.
According to the official website of Denmark, work-life balance means giving enough time
for career as well as pleasure
and leisure. The Danes achieve
this balance by choosing what
time to start their work day
and having a designated lunch
break, which allows for coworkers to socialize together and get
away from their desks. This idea
works very well for the inhabitants of Denmark. Danes pride
themselves on being the happi ··
est people in the world, and it
makes Denmark an appealing
place for others to visit and, of
course, an ideal place to live.
Americans should realize that
while working for the luxurious
lifestyle sounds like the pursuit
to happiness, it is not the best
way to achieve happiness. Instead, as Americans, we should
remember the good things about
life that we have now, whether it
be our health, or our families and
friends. Once we change our way
oflife, then we can join the ranks
of Denmark and say that we lead
some of the happiest, most authentic lives in the world.
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o n September 10, President
Obama gave an address to the
nation to answer questions about
his call for action against the Syrian
government after its use of chemical weapons. It was an informative
speech, starting with what is happening in Syria, what actions its
government took that made the
United States pay attention, and
why its actions were wrong.
Obama spent much of the speech
stressing that the U.S. knew exactly
who was responsible for the chemical attacks, and that there was clear
evidence. Obviously, Obama took
a few lessons from the recent and
inauspicious military actions taken
bytheU.S.
Next, Obama tried to convince
the public why the U.S. needs to
get involved. He described international agreements signed by
189 governments representing 98
percent of humanity outlawing
the use of chemical weapons like
those used in Syria. Of the many
signatures, one wonders why the
U.S. has to be the one to slap Syria's
hand with a military strike. Perhaps
it's because we have used this tactic
so successfully in the past?
Obama then answered questions
raised since he armounced his plan.
He assured the public that he does
not wish to start another war, especially since the U.S. is still finishing
up military actions in two other
countries. It is a good thing that he
is so confident that one bit of U.S.
military action will not escalate into
something greater.
Obama also included that if some
sort of action is not taken in Syria,
violent regimes will take the silence
as a green light to continue with
their actions, which will spill into
neighboring countries, and even
escalate into international terrorism, threatening the wellbeing
of the entire world, including the
United States.
Along with these concerns about
the wellbeing of the citizens of both
Syria and the US, Obama appealed
to his audience's sense of right and
wrong, reminding us that deadly gas
was used in the trenches of World
War I, and during the Holocaust.
The speech was, however, most
informative near the end when he
revealed that the threat of US military action has made some in Syria
reconsider their use of outlawed
weapons, along with "constructive
talks" Obama had with Russian
President Vladimir Putin.
According to Obama, Russia is on
the same side as the United States
and will help encourage Syria to give
up their chemical weapons and join
the Chemical Weapons Convention,
which prohibits their use. That is
quite kind of them, especially since
Russia is considered one of Syrian
President Assad's "strongest allies."
Luckily for the United States,
it seems that a potential military
incursion is not going to happen.
It is especially comforting since
Obama mentioned in his speech
that, as Commander-in-Chief, he
does actually have the authority
to order a military strike without
Congress's approval. Hopefully
Syria is will not give hin1 a reason
to exercise this power.
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CULTURE
Fun. energizes crowd Talent Profile: Erika Navarro
I

The band's encore lasts all night
BY HOLLAND ENKE
STAFF WRITER

Squished between people you
have never met and feeling that
fuzzy hum of your damaged eardrums should not be the enjoyable
qualities of a concert. But if you
are part of one of the most engaging concerts of the year, you better
be feeling all of these side effects.
Standing in the midst of this chaos
made for one of the most eventful
evenings for Fun. and Tegan and
Sara fans, which took place last
Friday at the Greek Theatre.
As the night kicked off with the
edgy Tegan and Sara, the screen
displayed repeated images of
ripped paper and the duo's faces in
different colors, which ultimately
got the crowd to holler loudly.
The band focused on a more popcentered set list with hits such as
"Now I'm All Messed Up" and "I
Couldn't Be Your Friend." Tegan
and Sara finished with what they
deemed to be a "Burning Man"
status rave with "Feel It In My
Bones" and "Closer." The already
catchy songs enhanced by the duo's
live-singing flares transcended the
hits to a whole new level and sent
the audience absolutely wild. The
pair thanked the crowd for their
support as they claimed to be a
lesser-known band, but the ardent

cheering and precise sing-along to
all their songs proved this modesty
unneeded.
Bouncing with concert energy
(the kind that makes you want to
dance, sing and post a million Instagram photos), the audience hit
a new sound barrier as Fun.'s silhouttes appeared on stage. A single
light emerged, highlighting the trio
in tuxedos as they acoustically sang
the opening lines to "Some Nights."
This hit is an unbelievably tame
but cool way to start the non-stop,
high-energy concert. Then, the
band immediately dove into "One
Foot" and continued with one
full-throttle jam after the other,
including a pulsating cover of"You
Can't Always Get What You Want"
and closing with the infamous "We
Are Young."
The audience summoned the
band's encore with an amphitheater-wide light show of cell phone
flashlights, creating a breathtaking
starry night and leaving lead singer
Nate Ruess awestruck before he
jumped into "Some Nights" and
(appropriately) "Stars." The audience kept reveling the whole way
through, making the concert a collaborative effort. It is not a stretch
tosaythattheconcertwasaloveaffair between the creators of amazing music and the dedicated fans
bursting with sheer love for them.

Holland Enke/COLLEGIAN

Talent Profile: Ollie Reyes
Junior DJs at home and at parties
BY KATIE MACCARIELLO
STAFF WRITER

Junior Oliver Reyes is a Theatre
and Studio Art split major, but his
artistic talents aren't confined to
the stage or the canvas. He has
always enjoyed creating things,
from animated films to games
and music. "DJing seemed like
another fun thing to do, so I did
it," Reyes says. He started experimenting with a free software
called Virtual DJ (Mac) as well as
Traktor (iPad) during his freshman year at Saint Mary's. Last year
he bought a Numark Mixtrack
Pro controller, which mimics the
software layout and makes, "a
seamless transition from just using a computer keyboard (mouse
and hotkeys) to this turntable
controller." The controller also
makes mixing tracks electronically easier because you simply
click on a computer screen, as it
has physical buttons that create
different musical effects.
Oliver has to think about a lot of
different things when he's coming
up with a set list, or a mix of songs.
His basic formula is starting with
a popular song, then adding a few
songs to build up the intensity.

Freshman expresses herself through acrylics and sketch designs

BY KAYLA EVANS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Saint Mary's has no shortage of
talented students. Here on campus,
there is an array of artists, dancers,
musicians, and skilled athletes. The
freshmen of the Class of 2017 are no
exception, as Health Science major
Erika Navarro isoneofSaintMary's
many talented painters. As an artist
for as long as she can remember,
painting has always been a part of
her life. She can recall memories of
creating and being covered in paint
when she was veryyoung, and when
she entered high school, she began
classes and further delved into the
craft.
Navarrohasnosetprocessforcreating - ideas come in no particular
order and are constantly changing
and developing.As a self-proclaimed
scatterbrain, her artistic thoughts
run at a mile a minute and she sometimes has difficulty describingthem.

For Navarro, art offers a solemn
refuge, and a place to express and
explain herself in a way that is both
beautiful and understandable.
'Tm all over the place;' she laughs.
"When I create a new piece," she
pauses with a smile, trying to gather
the right words, "it helps me organize
my thoughts into something creative
and coherent."
With a pension for abstract art,
her restless thoughts and creative
thinking fuel her ever-unconventional pieces. Each piece tells its own
story and has its own meaning. One
of her favorite pieces, entitled "Well
Oiled Machine," depicts a human
heart (Navarro's favorite organ to
learn about in Health Science) as
a mechanical apparatus with oil
pumpingthroughitas blood. "I tried
to express the complexities of the
human heart," she explains. "It does
so much for the body and holds a lot
of significance." So, even though it

may seem like Health Science and
painting do not connect, Navarro
makes for a different case. "The human bodyis a workofartina way. It's
complex and fascinating."
Although her favorite medium
is acrylic paints, she continues to
dabble in other forms of art as well.
From colored pencils to sketch designs and even ceramics, Navarro
hopes to keep learning and using
multiple outlets of expression.
She hopes to pursue her craft
throughout her college years and
further grow as an artist at SMC.
She hopes to take more classes and
maybe a Jan Term course or two
as a means to learn more about art.
She doesn't have her artistic future
figured out just yet, but she knows
painting will always be a prominent
part of her lifi;!. On a final note, Navarro mentions her favorite quote,
which says, "The Earth without art
is just 'eh."

Become a microwave master
Convenient food ideas for your inconvenient dorm
BY ALEXANDER Wu

After a climax, there is a complete CONTRIBUTING WRITER
shift in tone, possibly with a genre
change from heavy electro music
For many college students, sucto more transy songs. "Songs that cessfully finding quick and convehave vocals or at least something nient food is not always easy. And
that gets the crowd involved or in- no, I am not talking about Ramen or
teracting with the music is always rice. Sometimes, busy students need
fun. I love that stuff," he says.
to satisfy the occasional craving,
Reyes mostly just DJs at home, . have a hearty breakfast, or dive into
but occasionally has the opportu- a chocolate confection for that dianity to mix for house parties. His bolical sweet tooth. Unfortunately,
setup is simple: a laptop, control- college students do not always have
ler, and guitar amp. He can make access to a proper kitchen, and only
music anywhere there is a power have a microwave and small fridge
source, which is convenient for available. But don't fret-with a
that "get up and go" attitude that quick trip to Safeway, some tasty
an artist has to have.
recipesforquickandeasyeatingcan
Reyes first got interested in be made in the microwave.
EDM (electronic dance music)
1. Breakfast in a Mug or Wrap
after hearing "Scary Monsters
Ingredients: 1 tablespoon of butand Nice Sprites," Skrillex's 2010 ter, 2 eggs, 1 tablespoon of water (or
hit. "As much as I would like to milk), salt, pepper, cheddar cheese,
be hipster or whatever, Skrillex is veggies, meat (such as bacon or
my favorite DJ. He doesn't really ham), and a tortilla
have a bad song. I would like to
Directions: First microwave the
produce songs like that, but it's butter in a ceramic mug for 30 secjust a matter of learning how to onds.Add in the eggs, water, veggies,
use the software better."
meat, and a pinch of salt and pepper
For now, he is just mixing dif- into the mug. Get a fork and use it
ferent genres of electronic music, to mix the ingredients. Microwave
including dub step, dance, electro the mixture for 45 seconds on high,
house, and house. Talent is all stir until even, and cook for an addiaround Saint Mary's but Reyes tional 45 seconds on high. Then top
undeniably possesses a rare one.
with as much cheese as you want.

If you want it to be extra portable,
put your eggs in the tortilla for a
healthy wrap.
2. Five Minute Cornbread
Ingredients: 1/2 cup all-purpose
flour, 1/2 cup of cornmeal, 3 tablespoons of white sugar, 2 teaspoons
of baking powder, Vi teaspoon of
salt, 1 egg, 1/2 cup of milk, and 2
tablespoons of vegetable oil.
Directions: Combine all of the
ingredients in a microwavable bowl.
Cook in the microwave on high for
about 3 minutes or until a toothpick
comes out clean when it is inserted.
Note: make sure the microwave is
able to rotate. If not, rotate the bowl
halfway through at 180 degrees to
cook the other side.

3. Two Minute Chocolate Peanut Butter Cake a La Mode
Ingredients: 1 egg, 1 tablespoon
of brown sugar, 2 tablespoons of
peanut butter, 1 tablespoon flour, 1
tablespoon of cocoa, 1/4 teaspoon of
baking powder, a handful of chocolate chips, a small bowl, vanilla ice
cream, and a ramekin or mug.
Directions: In the small bowl, take
the eggs, brown sugar, peanut butter,
cocoa, baking powder, and stir it all
with a fork. Mix in the chocolate
chips and pour it into a greased
ramekin or mug. Microwave it for
about 1 minute. Remove the cake
from the mug or ramekin and add a
nice big scoop ofice cream. Caution:
this may lead to an unhealthy habit.
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SPORTS
Gaels volleyball wins one, loses two
Ameritas Players Challenge brings high-ranked contenders
BY EMILIO BUENROSTRO
STAFF WRITER

The Saint Mary's volleyball team
traveled to Lincoln, Nebraska this
past weekend to partake in a difficult three-game road trip, which
consisted of three matches against
top-ranked opponents.
Coming off dominating wins
against the University of Miami
and the Air Force Academy, the
Gaels looked poised to make some
noise at the Amerifas Players Challenge. However, the Cornhuskers
of Nebraska put an end to the momentum that Saint Mary's had been

riding from the previous weekend.
Although going against the 12th
ranked team in the nation, the
Gaels showed no signs. that they
were intimidated early on, as they
came storming out of the gates to
capture the first set 25-18.
However, their lead would be
short lived.
Led by senior outside hitter
Kelsey Robinson who recorded 19
kills,Nebraskawouldgoontocommand the rest of the match, as the
hosts of the tournament captured
the next three sets and, ultimately,
the win.
As a team, the Cornhuskers

wee Preview challenges
Cross country fights for second and third
BY TOMMY DIECIDUE
STAFF WRITER

In the face of injury, the Saint
Mary's cross country team had
an impressive showing at the
WCC Championships Preview
race hosted at Pepperdine University this past Saturday. The
m en 's squad managed to finish
in second place, while the women's team finished in third place.
"I thought heading into the
race, that we could finish second
and third, which we did," said
Head Co ach Marty Kinsey. "We
we ren 't at full strength and we
m ade sume-- mistakes out here
... The good news is we reached
our goal and looking at the results, there is a lot of room for
improve ment."
Rajpaul Pannu (24:17:98) led

the Gaels and finished second
while Loyola Marymount University 's Weston Strum took
first at the time of 24:08:85.
Alongside Pannu, the Gael's
Zach Hansen and Rhett Baynes
finished within the top 10.
For the women's squad, Ali
Teliha finished sixth overall
with a time of 21:55:02. Amongst
other notables for the Gael's
were Kim Avalos, who finished
19th, and Carina Novell, who
came in 23rd.
Saint Mary's top runner, Cristina Garcia, took a fall during
the race and was unable to complete the-course.
Saint Mary 's cross country
has a couple weeks off until they
compete in the Stanford Invitational on September 28th at the
Stanford Golf Course.

would hit .243, as opposed to Saint
Mary's, who recorded a .182.
Thankfully, for the Gaels,
a chance at redemption would
come in less than 24 hours, as they
were scheduled to take on the 17th
ranked team in the nation, the Iowa
State Cyclones.
Through a valiant team effort,
Saint Mary's was able to capture
the win 3-1. Sophomore setter
Dalas Dodd stood out on the court
as the prime playmaker, setting up
her teammates with a season-high
of 52 assists.
With the loss against Nebraska
still lingering from the previous
night, the Gaels came out strong,
capturing an early lead in the first
set that the Cyclones could not
bounce backfrom.
Iowa State would make things
interesting in the second set and
test the resiliency of the Gaels.
Saint Mary's would shortly find
themselves in the same position as
the previous night, in terms of owning an early lead only to see it dissolve. The Cyclones would capture
the second set 25-18. Things began
to look a bit difficult for the Gaels;
however, they didn't want to lose a
lead for the second night in a row.
With memories from the match
against the Cornhuskers still fresh,
the Gaels quickly turned up the

ANNE WHIPPLE scored two goals during Saturday's game (Courtesy of smcgaels.com) .

heat to capture the next two sets
25-19, 25-22.
Led by an arsenal of attacks from
variousplayers,itwasSaintMary's
offensethatwasthedecidingfactor
of the win, with the team recording
57 kills.
The victory against a top-ranked ·
team in the nation would be short
lived, with one more battle against
the Dayton Flyers for their third
and last game in theAmeritas Players Challenge.
In a hard fought nail biter that
went down to the last set, the Gaels
weren't able to execute down the
stretch, losing valiantly to the Flyers 2-3.
For the third straight game in a
row, Saint Mary's began the match
strong with an early lead, onlyto see

it quickly disappear, which seemed
to be a reoccurring theme for them
throughout the tournament.
The two teams went back and
forth, reaching a decisive fifth set.
However, the defense oflowa State
ultimately prevailed down the
stretch, as they would go on to win
the set and the match 18-16.
With the two losses and the
one win, the Gaels now own a 4-3
record.
Saint Mary's will have to wait until Thursday, September 19, before
they can try to reclaim a spot in the
win column, as they host Portland
at McKeon Pavilion, before heading
to Stanford the next day, and then
returning home for a much anticipated battle against the Bulldogs
on Saturday.

Mayweather vs Alvarez match surprises
Despite his age,
Mayweather
proves himself
the true victor
in Las Vegas
on Saturday
BY SEAN PRIETO-LARA
STAFF WRITER

We're always looking for new writers. Ou r weekly
storyboard meetfng every Monday at 6pm in
Dante 120 is a lively event allowing you to interact
with the editorial staff and to give your unique
voice a broad audience. For more information,
look closer at stmaryscollegian.com.

look doser.

SPORTS THIS
WEEK

'(!tbe <!Collegian
Volleyball
Thurs. vs Portland 6:00 pm
Fri. @ Stanford 7:00 pm
Sat. vs Gonzaga 2:00 pm

The MGM Grand in Las Vegas
was rocking on Saturday night as
perhaps the most publicized boxing event in history gathered fans
from all over the world. Over 20
additional flights were added to
accommodate the fans that came
to watch Mexican superstar Canelo
Alvarez fight. Although Floyd Mayweather was fighting in his own
town, at his own venue, at his own
event, the crowd was overwhelmingly in Alvarez's corner.
Maybe it is the flashy, reckless style of Mayweather, or his
arrogant behavior in and out of
the ring, that inspired crowds of
people to see Mayweather meet
his match. Both fighters came in
undefeated, but Mayweather's list
of great opponents far outweighed
Alvarez's. Both fighters have just
over 40 fights under their belts, but
Alvarez, at only 23-years-old, is 13
years younger than Mayweather.
Although Alvarez is younger,
once the fight began it seemed as
if though Mayweather himself
was the 23-year-old. Mayweather

was ducking and dodging every
punch thrown at him, and Alvarez
looked tired after only a few rounds
of chasing Mayweather. As the
rounds passed it only seemed like
Money May was getting faster.
Mayweather danced in circles
around Alvarez, landing jabs and
straight rights continually to Alvarez's face. The fight ended and
Mayweather came away with a
majority decision, although it
should have easily been a unanimous decision. One judged scored
it a draw, but anyone who saw that
fight knows that it was not even
remotely close and that Alvarez
never came close to threatening
Mayweather.
Mayweather proved that he is hands down - the greatest fighter
of our generation. Any questions

Women's Soccer
Thurs. @ Stanford 7:00 pm
Sun. @ UC Berkeley 11:00 am

Men's Soccer
Fri.@ Northwestern 5:30 pm
Sun. @ Northern Illinois 9:30 am

(Court esy of espn.go.com)

about his age and how it affects
his speed were thrown out the
window. People began to ask him
what his secret was, but if anyone
knows Mayweather, they know his
relentless work ethic in the gym is
the reason why he has stayed so
good over the many years.
Mayweather racked in 42 million dollars just for showing up,
but after his performance, also
including the millions of people
around the world who ordered the
fight, Mayweather can be looking
at much more than just 42 million. Mayweather did not disclose
who his next opponent will be, but
many believe it will be Danny Garcia, as he fought on the undercard
ofMayweather's event and became
the undisputed champion of his
division.

#GOGAELS
Follow us
facebook.com/smccollegian
@smc_collegian
stmaryscollegian.com
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SPORTS
BY DANIEL CONMY
SPORTS EDITOR

Steroids, or Performance Enhancing Drugs (PED's), have affected major sports throughout
the United States and around the
world. With the recent Biogenesis
scandal affecting baseball, steroids
are front and center in discussion.
In 2006, baseball released the
Mitchell Report, which accused
many Major League players of
using human growth hormones,
steroids and amphetamines. Since
1991, Major League Baseball took
steps to rid the game of performance enhancers. The current
Commissioner of Baseball, Bud
Selig, has made strides in ridding
the game of steroid users by upping
the penalty. The penalty seem~
severe enough to halt anyone from
being caught, but unfortunately 15
players were suspended during the
middle of the 2013 season. Nelson
Cruz and Alex Rodriguez were the
biggest names that faced suspension, along with Ryan Braun who
was suspended earlier in the year.
Alex Rodriguez is the only player
who has not accepted his suspension based on the premise that
he does not deserve the 211-game
suspension. Now, Rodriguez has
neither denied nor admitted to
taking PED's, but it seems like

Rodriguez would only lobby for a
drop in a suspension to 50 games.
The Major League Baseball Players
Association (MLBPA) is behind
Alex Rodriguez and is trying to help
lessen the suspension.
Many baseball fans are outraged
that Rodriguez is still able to play
while disputing his suspension,
while some argue that there should
be no suspension at all. Steroids
and other performance enhancers seem to make the game more
enjoyable to watch. Many suspensions from PED's are just the
simple form of Adderall, which is
mainly used to help focus while
playing baseball. In the late 1990's
and early 2000's, baseball was one
of the most popular sports because
of the ability Mark McGwire,
Sammy Sosa and Barry Bonds
had to hit the ball out of the park
upwards of 60 times a season.
Steroids may heighten statistics
within the game, but they ruin its
integrity. Many Hall of Fame voters
will not vote for people who were
affected bythe "Steroid Era," which
shows just how awful the idea of
steroids has become. Performance
enhancing substances will always
be around the game in some shape
or form; it is your personal decision whether to accept such acts
or abandon those players using
banned substances.

LUCAS CHAMPENOIS

Gaels play to a draw against Sacramento State
BY JAKE JAMES
STAFF WRITER

On a beautiful Saturday afternoon on the Saint Mary's
campus the men's soccer team
faced off against Sacramento
State. The Gaels entered the
matchup with an overall record
of 2-2. Saint Mary's had just
come off a loss to UC Davis so it
was key for them to try and get
back in the win column.
However, it was an evenly
matched game throughout, and
the Gaels finished the gam e in
a tie after 110 minutes of play.
Lucas Champenois was awarded
his first start of the season at the

goalkeeper position. Both of the
teams traded scoring chances
throughout the llO minutes of
play.
The Gaels showed crisp passes and ball movement en route
to out shooting the Sacramento

Bobby Conner
Men's Soccer

Saint Mary's
State Horn et s 17-14. The Hornets almost scored mid-way
through the first by hitting the
post twice on a scoring chance.

(Courtesy of smcgaels.com)

and the Gaels battled in vain against UC Davis (courtesy of smcgaels.com).

Gaels fall to UC Davis after two issued fouls
Aggies went on to outshoot the
Gaels 9-7.
The Gaels played well , but
Ever De La Torre and Cory
Schmidt were issued two yellow cards throughout the game .
The Gaels returned home on
Saturday to face Sacramento
State, looking to get the win and
get back above the .500 mark
on the season. The Gaels have
played some tough opponents,
and worked hard to prepare for
Sacramento State last Saturday
afternoon.

into the net for the first goal of
the game and put UC Davis up
1-0. The UC Davis Aggies held

BY JAKE JAMES
STAFF WRITER

The Junior defender
worked hard to keep
the pressure on the
Sacramento State
Hornets, forcing
opposing players to
commit serveral errors
on the field.

The Gaels had their best scoring chance late in first overtime
when a cross was sent in to Cory
Shmidt for a header that was
just pushed wide of the goal.
Junior defender Bobby Conner,
the most experienced defender
on the team, played well by forcing the Hornets to make some
mistakes on the field.
This tie by the Gaels sends
their record to 2-2-1. The next
game has Saint Mary's facing off
against Northwestern, who is a
quality team that is currently
highly ranked. Th e ki ckoff for
that game is 5:30 p.m. Pacific
time on Friday in Evanston,
Illinois.

Sacramento

GERARDO MENDOZA

Player of the Week

had his first sta rt as goal keeper on Saturday (Courtesy of smcgaels.com).

On Thursday afternoon the
Saint Mary's men's soccer team
lost 1- 0 to UC Davis. The Gaels
showed a lot of heart out on
the field throughout the entire
game. It was a scoreless draw
up until the 42nd minute when
Austin Allison was called for
a foul inside of the box. Ryan
Gross stepped up for UC Davis
to take the penalty shot. He
sank the ball past the goalkeeper

-

UC Davis
Saint Mary's

I

off the Gaels in the second half
to hold on to the 1-0 victory
and to send the Gaels to their
second loss of the season. The

MORE SPORTS ONLINE
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